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Abstract
Technology has helped us keep in touch. Letters, telegrams, telephones, email,
video chatting, social-networking — all ways in which we have communicated
throughout the years. Each innovation has allowed us to lead independent lives
from our loved ones and friends, while trying not to lose touch with each other.
It’s freed us, but at the same time we’ve become chained it to. We’ve lost our
ability to converse and empathize with each other directly — we’ve become more
comfortable in front of a screen.
Unfortunately for us, digital devices in their current state are terrible forms of
communication. It lacks the vital components that are needed to develop empathy
for others, which helps us to fully understand other individuals and allow us to
become more compassionate towards them. Screens have lead to a world of
anonymity and sterile conversations — which in turn has lead to misunderstanding
and potential stresses on relationships.
This research used lean user-experience design strategies in order to develop
a social experience that allows users to visualize and communicate their emotions
to one another — allowing them to become more empathetic towards each and
act according to other’s emotional states; not just solely by verbal information in
which they receive from the sender. Research consisted of surveying the
core target audience which was based upon online surveys, paper surveys,
in-person interviews, and usability testing. Core design components consisted
of user-interface design, product design, information design, and interaction
design principles.
The overall goal of this conceptual research and experience design was to
explore how design could create new uses of current technological devices for
social good and improved digital communication — allowing us not to further
distance ourselves from each other, but to allow technology to bring us closer
together and to help us understand each other more intimately.

Keywords: UX, User-Experience Design, User-Interface Design, UI, Social
Experience, Emotions, Emotional Responses, Product Design, Information
Design, Interaction Design, IxD, Applications, iOS, Wearables, Mobile, Social,
Communication, Empathy, Emotional Intelligence, EI
Thesis Blog: JordanReading.com/MFAthesis
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Non-Verbal Cues
Facial Expressions
Body Movements/Gestures
Tone of Voice

Technology Filter

ENGAGEMENT

Verbal/Written Cues

SENDER

RECEIVER

Figure 1 The Technology Filter

Problem Statement
How might technology to be used to help allow individuals to empathize with each other,
and bridge the empathy gap that technology unwittingly has provided?
Technology has provided us with the means of being
constantly connected, and constantly communicating. It has
allowed us to stay in-touch with family and friends when
they move away, sharing every moment we experience.
Technology has become a part of our everyday lives, it
connects us, but at the same time it disconnects us.
Digital screens and the internet have become a buffer —
leading to a lack of empathy while communicating and
interacting with each other — thus leading to ineffective
communication. Effective communication relies on one’s
ability to decipher various communication cues such as
body language and tone of voice (HelpGuide.Org);
without these cues message meanings become skewed
(see Figure 1) and relationships become stressed. Ultimately,
designer’s have been trying to bring people closer together,
but have they really?
Sherry Turkle, a psychologist/sociologist and professor at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in the Program
in Science, Technology and Society, has been studying
these technological interactions for many years and how
they have evolved our relationships — both inter-personally
and intra-personally. She calls for technology and innovators
to “redefine human connection” (TEDtalk — Sherry Turkle,

2012) and focus on how technology “can lead us back to our
real lives, our own bodies, our own communities, our own
politics, our own planet” (TEDtalk — Turkle, 2012).
Turkle’s studies on youth specifically have led her to believe
that they are becoming so comfortable with screens that
they are beginning to lack the development of empathetic
skills and that their form of communication has greatly
evolved. She states “When they [students] share things
together, what they are sharing is what is on their phones. Is
this the new conversation? If so, it is not doing the work of
the old conversation. The old conversation taught empathy.
These students seem to understand each other less.” (Turkle,
2015) — so the question is, how might we use technology
and design to allow them to understand each other with
channels they are currently using?
As interaction designers it is important to acknowledge
this social reaction to digital interfaces and remedy the
impassive environment in which have been created by
attempting to produce an emotionally integrated experience
for individuals.

Blush: An Exploration of Empathetic Cultivation Through Technological Devices | Jordan Reading

Goal and Objectives
To create a social-experience using user-experience research and interaction
design principles that will allow users to become more empathetic towards each
other. With main objectives that will include exploring new socially responsible
uses for current technology, as well as the development of a technological tool to
help them visualize and understand emotions, which would allow them to better
support one another.
OBJECTIVES
- Clearly communicate emotional states to those closest to the user
- Provide users with a better form of communication by providing
emotional context to digital messaging systems
- Create empathy for others around the user
- Motivate the users to wear and use the wearable device

6
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Review of Literature
TECHNOLOGY
Apple Watch
Apple (2015) Available at: https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204666 (Accessed:
21 September 2015).
Product. Wearable technology in the form of a watch. Device capabilities include
heart-rate monitoring, movement monitoring, ‘force touch.’ touch-screen, crown/
dial scrolling, changeable wrist band, and voice recognition.
Feel
Inc, Sentio Solutions. 2015. “HackHappiness.” http://www.myfeel.co. (Accessed:
5 May 2016).
Product. Wearable technology in the form of a wristband. Device capabilities
include heart rate tracking and skin temperature. Mission of the device to
provide a tool for stress management and track trigger points and promote
self-awareness.
Fluid Interfaces
Fluid Interfaces (no date) Available at: http://www.media.mit.edu/research/groups/
fluid-interfaces (Accessed: 28 September 2015).
Research. A collection of MIT based research projects involving the exploration
of how digital devices and interfaces may fit seamless into everyday lives and
making objects responsive to users — which could be used to build, create and
support interpersonal connections.
SmileCatcher (Niaja Farve and Pattie Maes) — Research project that used
gamification to generate positivity and happiness amongst it’s users through
the collection of smiles, which research had previously shown was a stimuli
for happiness.
Living Mobile
Living Mobile (no date) Available at: http://www.media.mit.edu/research/groups/
living-mobile (Accessed: 28 September 2015).
Research. A collection of MIT based research projects involving the integration
of digital applications that help enrich lives, including social connections. Projects
explore various methods of combining mobile and wearable; allowing them to
work together and improve daily life.
JogCall: Persuasive System for Couples to Jog Together (Chris Schmandt and
Dhruv Jain) — Research had shown that couples did not actively work-out
together due to technological innovations, such as mobile devices and computers.
Their solution was to place sensors throughout the couples home, which would be
used to gently alert the other partner the other was preparing to leave. A reward
system was used in order to motivate the couple to work together.
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Spire
Spire is the first wearable to track body, breath, and state of mind. (2015) Available
at: http://www.spire.io/?utm_source=Facebook&utm_medium=SocialAdv&utm_ca
mpaign=FB+720+Order+12%25+25-45 (Accessed: 1 October 2015).
Product and Application. Tracks the user’s breathing and determines whether
the user is calm, focused or tense. The application uses the tracked information
to provide useful insights into how the user may become much more calm and
maintain a “balanced state of mind.”
COLOR
Aura Connected Alarm Clock
Withings Aura Connected Alarm Clock (no date) Available at: http://www2.withings.
com/us/en/products/aura? (Accessed: 27 September 2015).
Product. A device that uses biomimicry to simulates sunrise through light,
which in turn causes the user’s body to react similarly to waking up with the
sun — resulting in a much gentler form of being woke up. In addition to the
light, it integrates with Spotify to allow the user to wake up to soothing songs or
user selected songs. Not only does it ease you awake, but with the same light
principles in mind it helps users fall asleep faster and helps improve sleep —
adjusting to room temperate and ambient noise levels.
Color Psychology: Profit from the Psychology of Color
Discover the Meaning and Effect of Colors
Lewis, R. G. (2014) Color psychology: Profit from the psychology of color:
Discover the meaning and effect of colors (PsychoProfits book 2). Available at:
http://www.amazon.com/Color-Psychology-Discover-Meaning-PsychoProfitsebook/dp/B00IIXZJ7U/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1446003810&sr=11&keywords=color+psychology (Accessed: 28 October 2015).
Book. Richard Lewis discusses how color can affect a users moods, decisions,
and impact their overall experience. The book covers areas such as how color
affect’s one emotional state, and how to choose the optimal color.

8
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HUMAN COMPUTER INTERACTIONS
Connected, but alone?
Turkle, S. (2012) Sherry Turkle: Connected, but alone? | TED Talk | TED.com.
Available at: http://www.ted.com/talks/sherry_turkle_alone_together?language=en
(Accessed: 19 September 2015).
“How do you get from connection to isolation? You end up isolated if you
don’t cultivate the capacity for solitude, the ability to be sperate, to gather
yourself....We slip into thinking that always being connected is going to make
us feel less alone....If we’re not able to be alone, we’re going to be more lonely.” —
Sherry Turkle
Lecture. Discussion of the affect technology is having on our ability to create
and maintain relationships — at the end of her talk she calls for society to use
technology in ways to enrich communities, health, politics, and the planet.
Her
Her (2013) Directed by Spike Jonze USA: .
Movie. Based around a software program that uses intelligence to grow and
learn about it’s user — to become more helpful and personable. He develops
a personal relationship with this virtual assistant — blurring the lines between
human and computer. Without realizing it, she provides him companionship and
support in his time of need, due to his on-going divorce. Interesting interactions:
guided him to a pizza place because she assumed he was hungry. Concepts
include: full app-to-app integration, ultimate system personalization/ humanization,
computer software capable of being sympathetic, and zero UI interactions.
Interactive Design:
An Introduction to the Theory and Application of User-Centered Design
Pratt, Andy, and Jason Nunes. Interactive Design: An Introduction to the Theory
and Application of User-Centered Design. United States: Quayside Pub. Group,
2012.
Book. Overview of the interactive design process, and it provides techniques
in which to work with clients and specific groups in order to create the best
experience for the user/client possible. Subjects that are covered are usercentered design, user-research, design documentation, usability testing,
branding the user-experience, marketing the experience, and the future of
interactive design.
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Human-Computer Interaction. Interaction Platforms and Techniques
Jacko, J. A. (2007) Human-Computer Interaction. Interaction Platforms and
Techniques: 12th International Conference, HCI International 2007, Beijing, China,
July 22-27, 2007, ... Science) (Lecture Notes in Computer Scienc. 1st edn. Berlin:
Springer-Verlag Berlin and Heidelberg GmbH & Co. K.
Textbook. Discusses various topics/issues, in relation to human-computer
technology, that include adaptive interfaces, information visualization, privacy
and trust, and cognitive support. In terms of cognitive support, the book reviews
impairments such as memory loss, attention span — in addition, it is also
discussed the ethics to monitoring an individual in relation to privacy.
Stop Googling. Let’s Talk.
Turkle, S. (2015) Stop Googling. Let’s Talk. Available at: http://www.nytimes.
com/2015/09/27/opinion/sunday/stop-googling-lets-talk.html?action=click&pgty
pe=Homepage&module=opinion-c-col-right-region&region=opinion-c-col-rightregion&WT.nav=opinion-c-col-right-region&_r=1 (Accessed: 28 September 2015).
Web Article. “When they [students] share things together, what they are sharing is
what is on their phones. Is this the new conversation? If so, it is not doing the work
of the old conversation. The old conversation taught empathy. These students
seem to understand each other less.” — Sherry Turkle

EMOTIONS
3 Ways Good Design Makes You Happy
Norman, D. (2009) Transcript of ‘3 ways good design makes you happy’.
Available at: http://www.ted.com/talks/don_norman_on_design_and_emotion/
transcript?language=en (Accessed: 27 September 2015).
Lecture. Don Norman discusses visceral-level design which involves tapping
into certain senses to better appeal to users and to easily communicate
certain ideas; such as red meaning hot. He uses water bottles and wine bottle
to define a visceral experience — users my purchase water based on the bottle
design, and keep them as a status symbol, decoration, or to reuse them —the
same goes for wine bottles. He makes the statement “I really have the feeling
that pleasant things work better...” which he further builds on by discussing the
difference between a plank on the ground and one 300 feet in the air — the
fear paralyzes you.
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Does Your Heart Sense Your Emotional State?
“Does Your Heart Sense Your Emotional State?” TODAY.com, January 26, 2006.
http://www.today.com/health/does-your-heart-sense-your-emotional-state2D80555354.
Web Article. Heart rhythms are altered by our emotional state — Negative feelings
such as frustration (anger and anxiety) leads to volatile heart rhythms. Positive
feelings such as appreciation (happiness, love) leads to more much steady heart
rhythms. The article goes on to discuss methods of achieving appreciative states
by recalling past memories that have positive emotions that correlate with them.
Emotional Intelligence
Emotional Intelligence | Psychology Today (no date) Available at: https://www.
psychologytoday.com/basics/emotional-intelligence (Accessed: 19 September
2015).
Web Article. Includes a brief description on the three main concepts behind
emotional intelligence: 1.) Awareness/Identification of Emotions 2.) Harnessing/
Applications of Emotions 3.) Managing and Affecting Others Emotions
Emotional Intelligence: What It Is and Why It Matters
Cherry, K. (no date) Emotional Intelligence: What It Is and Why It Matters. Available
at: http://psychology.about.com/od/personalitydevelopment/a/emotionalintell.htm
(Accessed: 19 September 2015).
Web Article. Informational article discussing emotional intelligence. The four
sections that comprise emotional intelligence are: perceiving, reasoning,
understanding and managing emotions. This article also generally covers the
history of emotional intelligence and provides additional resources for how
emotional intelligence may be measured.
Improving Emotional Health: Strategies and Tips for Good Mental Health
Improving Emotional Health: Strategies and Tips for Good Mental Health (no
date) Available at: http://www.helpguide.org/articles/emotional-health/improvingemotional-health.htm (Accessed: 19 September 2015).
Web Article. Article discusses strategies to build strong mental health, as well as
traits that emotional strong and stable individuals possess. Traits include: humor
and fun, stress management skills, sense of meaning/purpose, flexible, work/life
balance, and confident.
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Technology: Does It Breed or Kill Empathy?
Levine, Marianne, Alex Twinem, Michael Qian, Brittany Jones, Danny Kane, and
Jack Herrera. “Technology: Does It Breed or Kill Empathy?” Stanford Daily, April 28,
2015. http://www.stanforddaily.com/2010/10/28/technology-does-it-breed-or-killempathy/.
Web Article. This article discusses society dependence on technology, in
particular the dependency technologies play for socialization. Clifford Nass,
a communications professor who believes that technology limits human
connections, stated “The way we become more human is by paying attention
to each other...it shows how much you care.”
When UX Design Meets Emotional Intelligence
Enderez, R. (2015) When UX Design Meets Emotional Intelligence. Available at:
http://www.propelrr.com/blog/ux/ux-design-meets-emotional-intelligence.html
(Accessed: 19 September 2015).
Web Article. Blog post discusses skin-deep methods and techniques of
integrating emotional intelligence into User-Experience design through
positive emotions such as: uniqueness, attraction, anticipation, exclusivity,
surprise and responsiveness.
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Target Audience
Design decisions were based on a case study of a specific audience that
faces emotional issues due to technology barriers and may benefit from the
use of current and upcoming technology to help make communication easier
and more clear.
COLLEGE STUDENTS / PARENTS (GUARDIANS)
Previously dependent young adults who are transitioning into living on their own
and dealing with emotional, social and academic stresses; as well as their parents
who worry about their well-being.

Students, Aged 18–25
- Attending college outside of their hometown
- Needs help coping with social and academic stresses
- Over-whelmed with their new found freedom and time-management
Parents (or guardians), Aged 40–50
- First or second time sending a child off to college
- Wishes to be an emotional support for their child(ren);
often find it difficult due to distance
- Commutes via phone calls and text-messaging

Extreme Considerations
Only Child

Large Family

Tech-Savvy

Technologically Challenged

Early Adopter

Late Majority

Aged 12

Aged 65+

Over-Sharer

Privacy Guru

Introvert

Extrovert

Independent

Dependent
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User Personas
LILLIAN HEMMINGTON, 22
Hometown Plattsburgh, NY
Major Marketing

College Rochester, NY
Occupation Bartender

“I love keeping in touch with everyone and hearing
about how they are doing... I care deeply about all
my friends and family.”
Independent

Dependent

Intro

Extrovert

Tech-Savvy

Tech Challenged

Private

Open

Lillian grew up in a large family and was able to develop her
independence but still relies on them for support through tough times.
As the first woman in her family to be able to attend college it was
difficult for her parents to accept that she would be safe. Finally, when
it was time to leave for school, she was very distraught at the thought
of leaving them, and had second thoughts. She ultimately decided to
go, and was excited to see what new opportunities school would bring.

KIRK BLAWSKI, 20
Hometown Erie, PA
Major Engineering

College Rochester, NY
Occupation Student

“I am very busy with me school work. School comes first
— social stuff always comes second.”
Independent

Dependent

Intro

Tech-Savvy

Extrovert

Tech Challenged

Private

Open

Kirk grew up as an only child, and formed a very close bond with
his parents. He tells them, and a very tight-knit group of friends,
about everything.
He didn’t wish to move away for school, but decided it was best since
no local schools had a great engineering program. Not being too keen
on talking on the phone he prefers texting when communicating with
his friends and family, but sometimes they get upset because they
feel as if he’s not fully engaged in the conversations.

15
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User Persona (cont.)
MARTHA TIBBS, 40
Hometown Erie, PA
Education Associates

Occupation Medical Technician

“I miss my kids everyday, but I sure am glad some of
them are out of the house — it’s so much quieter now.”
Independent

Intro

Tech-Savvy

Private

Dependent

Extrovert

Tech Challenged

Open

Martha grew up in a small family, but went on to have five children. She
just sent the second one off to college, and is handling it pretty well.
She doesn’t try to bug her children too often, but does keep track
of them with her smartphone (that she barely knows how to use, but
is getting better everyday). She follows them on sites like twitter,
Facebook, and Instagram — when she notices they post they are
having a bad day she makes sure to call them and talk to them.
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Storyboards
The below use cases (see Figures 2–4) helped to create scenarios in which the user may interact with the device and
application. This process allowed for the discovery of potential user needs and goals.
Figure 2
Scenario One
Allowing parents to be
there when their child
needs them through
real-time alerts and
message prompts.

Scenerio 1

!

Goal: Be There When Needed

Berry feels lonely and a little sad.

CA

Berry’s watch detects this and sends
a signal out to inform his family/friends.

LL
ME

He
S

G
SA

Berry’s mother recieves a
notification on her smartphone.

llo

E
He

llo

P
TA

Berry’s mother decides to message
Berry to check-in on him.

Berry and his mom talk until he feels better.

Berry feels better.

Figure 3
Scenario Two (Top)
Helps to reminds
users that the
person they are
communicating with
is a living, breathing
human and not just
a mere chat bubble.

Scenerio 2

Goal: Strengthen Digital/In-Direct Communications

t.
I’m grea

I’m

gre

at.

to
nt p?
Waeet u
m

Send message and emotional
information from watch monitoring.

Message also indicates
the sender’s current mood.

The reciever better understands the
context of the message to better respond.

Scenerio 3

Goal: Empathize With Others

Someone
appreciated you.

Anonymously send emotional information.

Emotional information is emitted
to the surrounding local community.

Community members can relate to others
and offer support anonymously through taps.

Scenario Three
(Bottom)
Create a sense of
understanding and
sympathy for others
around the user by
allowing them to
interact with others
in a anonymous and
responsible way.
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Storyboards (cont.)
Scenerio 4

Goal: Strengthen In-Person/Direct Communications

1
nd
Frie y 1
mil
Fa
y2
mil
Fa

+

Setup Inner circle and
customize relationship levels.

FAMILY 1

YOU

When two watches/phones are
close in proximity devices disable/lock.

The two parties can converse without
distraction; or they may grant each other
time to use their devices.

Scenerio 5

Goal: Self-Manage Emotions

What’s something
great that happened
today?

Informs user of their current emotional status.

Prompts them to reflect/rant
on about their feelings.

Records emotional data and maintains
positive reflections to help motivate in the
future. Negative rants are not saved.

User Needs and Desires
STUDENTS
- Incentive to wear device (fashionable/trendy)

PARENTS
- Device Disable Function

- Excellent application to device integration

- “Touch”/”Thinking of You” Ability

- Long battery life

- Able to understand underlying meanings via text

- Comfortable

- Send care packages

- Affordable & Useful
- Privacy Controls
- Sense of self-awareness and goals

Figure 4
Scenario Four (Top)
Acts as a way of a
reminder that a device
should not replace the
direct communication
of those around you
who are important —
disabling the device for
a set amount of time
when two devices are
within close proximity
of each other.

Scenario Five (Bottom)
Self-awareness and
management of
emotions act as a great
way to manage stress
and other various
emotional factors.
Prompts and real-time
notifications allow for
users to become selfaware and self-serving
when it comes to be
helping themselves
feel better.
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Branding
NAME
Blush — verb. to redden, as from embarrassment or shame (Dictionary 2016).

MISSION
To humanize the people behind the screen and offer a tool to help build, develop and strengthen our
personal relationships. Ultimately, cultivating empathy for all humans — even those we may not know.
DIFFERENTIATION
• Stay close to family and friends
• Offer emotional support
• Direct connection with others and disabling devices for direct communication
• Provide additional context for screen to screen (long distance) in-direct communication
• Build a more in-depth understanding of the surrounding community
TAG LINE

"Become Human Again"
Options

Feedback

Stay close with the people who mean the most

|

Always there when you need someone
Build your inner-circle and share how you feel

||

Show & tell for your feelings

|

Wear your heart on your finger
Always be there
Always there
Connect. Disconnect. Understand.

||

Become Human Again.

||||

Finding New Ways to Be Human
What Makes Us Human?

|

Stay close with those who mean the most

|

18
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Wearable Device Development

UX

DEVICE ANALYSIS

Communication

x

x

Portability

x

x

Information

FEATU RES

24/7

AUDIENCE

x

x

Social

x

GPS

Video Recording
Photo Capture

x

x

Heart Monitoring

x

x

x
x

x

Voice Recognition

x
x

x

Teenagers (14-18)

x

x

Touch Screen

CONTENT

Figure 5
Wearable and Mobile
Device Analysis and
Comparison

Young Adults (19-35)
Middle-Aged (36-65)

x

x

x

x

Elderly (66+)
Monitoring

x

x

Impluse

x

x

Calendar

x

x

Cost

$350–$999

$450–$750

Location
Tasks

Contacts

x

x

x

x

x

x

ASSUMPTIONS
- College aged students would love to wear and utilize the most recent tech trends
- A smart watch would be ideal due to it’s wearability
- Wearable watch would allow for 24/7 emotional monitoring
- Sharing/privacy controls should be considered to be extremely important
- Wrist placement to utilize heart monitoring technology would be used to determine emotional status
- Adults (parents) may not be tech-savvy enough to use something as sophisticated as a smart watch
FINDINGS
Surveyed 25 individuals who use digital devices and social media (appendix A)
- Apple Watch was too expensive for the key target audience
- College aged students don’t need to wear a watch (pure luxury item)
- Rings were the one of the highest “must have item” before leaving the house
- With wearable tech battery power and software maintenance is important —
users don’t wish to charge or update additional devices often
POSSIBLE DEVICES
Rings

Skin Patches

Smart Watch

Nail Polish

Bracelets

Wristbands

Fitness Trackers

Necklaces
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DEVICE EXPLORATION
Based off the device analysis surveys and in-person user interviews/input — it was concluded that a
small, fashionable and easily “forgot about” device was appropriate for this target audience. The below
sketches (see Figure 6) show various concepts for the wearable device; various types and styles of
responsive rings wristbands were explored.
Figure 6
Initial Device
Exploration Sketches

Blush: An Exploration of Empathetic Cultivation Through Technological Devices | Jordan Reading
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Ring Concept One — Light and Vibration Indicator
This wearable device (see Figure 7) integrates the heartbeat/vibration sensor technology into the
ring as an aesthetic component. Focusing on remaining minimal and unobstrusive, the sensors are
illuminated with various LED colored lights that are associated with a particular emotional state. The
LEDs and the vibration act as feedback elements that would help subtly indicate to the user their
current emotional state. This device was modeled and rendered with Cinema 4D to better present this
concept to users (see Figures 8–10).

Overall Analysis
Benefits
• Private version for those who may not be as open to bluntly sharing their feelings to the world
Feedback (provided by designers and target users)
• Inner light does not help aid in the communication of emotions to others
Figure 7
Ring Concept Refined
Paper Sketch and
Sizing Draft

3mm

15.7mm

16.7mm

1 mm
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Figure 8
Modeled Concept
Inside Cinema 4D

Figure 9
Rendered Concepts in
Multiple States

Figure 10
Rendered Concept in
Cinema 4D
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Ring Concept Two — Light Indicator
This version of the wearable device (see Figure 11) explores the use of heartbeat sensing technology
alongside a LED light system. The LED light system is changed through the heart rhythm and pace
of the user, with various colored lights which are associated with a particular emotional state. Again,
the overall goal is to focus on a minimal and unobtrusive device. The LED lights act as more of a
public feedback element compared to concept one, which would help indicate to the user and those
immediately around them what their current emotional state may be. This device was modeled and
rendered with Cinema 4D to better present this concept to users (see Figures 12–14).

Overall Analysis
Benefits
• Displays colors that correspond with users emotional state and the intensity of that state
• Can be used as a tool for direct communication conversations
• Share with the world around you how you feel without being a part of your inner-circle; allows
them to empathize without verbal or body language cues
Feedback (provided by designers and target users)
• Loved the clean, minimal style
Figure 11
Ring Concept Refined
Paper Sketch and
Sizing Draft

3mm

15.7mm

16.7mm

1 mm
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Figure 12
Modeled Concept
Inside Cinema 4D

Figure 13
Rendered Concepts in
Multiple States

Figure 14
Rendered Concept in
Cinema 4D
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Ring Concept Three — Tactile Indicator
This version (see Figure 15) explores the use of heartbeat sensing technology alongside responsive
materials that would provide the user with a much more tactile experience — which could possibly act
as a self-soothing aid when activated in heightened emotional states. This device was modeled and
rendered with Cinema 4D to better present this concept to users (see Figures 16–17).

Overall Analysis
Benefits
• Texture provides a tactile notification for the user
• Alerts the user of their current state of emotions
• Provides a tool for self-soothing and fidgeting
Feedback (provided by designers and target users)
• User does not need to be notified of their own increasing emotional statement
• Device does not add to the scope of the project — empathetic communication to others
• Device may be viewed as mean, cruel or harsh

Figure 15
Ring Concept Refined
Paper Sketch and
Sizing Draft

6 mm

15.7mm

16.7 mm

2 mm
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Figure 16
Modeled Concept
Inside Cinema 4D

Figure 17
Rendered Concepts in
Multiple States
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PROTOTYPES AND FINAL RENDERS
After analyzing the three ring concepts it was decided to further refine the second ring concept (see
Figure 14) with the outer light indicator. This decision was made based off feedback from core target
users and designers, as well as device functionality considerations that helped support the brand
mission. Below are final renditions of the device with the only modification of creating a thicker band
(see Figures 18–21) and the overall blush system flow (see Figure 22).
Figure 18
Final Device Rendered
Dark Environment

Figure 19
Final Device Rendered
Light Environment

Figure 20
Final Single Device
Rendered with Color
Shifting affected by
Emotional State
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Figure 21
Final Single Device
Rendered with Labels
Heartbeat sensors are
used to track the users
real-time heart rate in
order to determine the
rhythm and patterns of
the heart — which can
then be converted into
emotional states. These
emotional states are
then communicated
through the use of
color on the ring with
LEDs and within the
mobile application.

Heartbeat Sensors

Figure 22
Ring and Mobile
Device System
Uses real-time data
sent through the
bluetooth enabled ring
to send information
to the users mobile
device. The device
stores that information
in the mobile
application and send
real-time notifications/
prompts to users within
a users inner-circle of
friends and family.
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Mobile Application Development
INTERACTION MODELS
These interaction models and concepts (see Figures 23–26) depict a few scenarios on how a student
and parent may use the blush system in order to communicate and support each other remotely
through a wearable device and a mobile application.
Figure 23
Model One
The user is having a
good day and does not
require any additional
communication with
the parent — the blush
device remains in an
idle monitoring state.

CONNECT

LIVE LIFE
GOOD DAY

GOOD
INDICATOR

STUDENT
SENDER

PARENT
RECEIVER

ENCOURAGE
EXPERIENCES

TRACK
EMOTION

LIVE LIFE

Figure 24
Model Two
The user sends
indicators that they
are having a bad
day, which results in
notifications to their
circle of friends/family
— prompting additional
communication from
close family/friends.

CONNECT

LIVE LIFE
SAD DAY
GOOD
INDICATOR

STUDENT

SAD
INDICATOR

SENDER

PARENT
RECEIVER

ACTION
PROMPT
(Support)

TRACK
EMOTION

LIVE LIFE
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Interaction Models (cont.)

COMMUNITY

COMMUNITY

RECEIVER

RECEIVER

COMMUNITY
RECEIVER

Figure 25
Model Three
The user interacts
with those around
them by sending
encouragement/
support to those
around them.

STUDENT

COMMUNITY

SENDER

RECEIVER

COMMUNITY

COMMUNITY

RECEIVER

RECEIVER

INTERACTION CONCEPTS
Figure 26
Interaction Concepts
Explored various
interaction styles
such as:
News Feed —
provides the user with
real-time chronological
information based off
multiple user feeds.

Newsfeed

Dashboard

Expandable Cards

Tabbed

APPLICATION/DEVICE FEATURES
Public (Community)
This feature is aimed at forming empathy for those around you. It uses a card style navigational system
to allow the user to swipe right and left to navigate through individuals anonymously. The user then
has the ability to send "taps" to local area individuals — allowing them to show their support and that
someone is there for them. This feature could be disabled if a user is not comfortable sharing their
emotions anonymously with the community.
In-Direct (Device Communication)
User's are provided additional context to their text messages through the use of colors to indicate their
friends current state of feeling. By allowing user's to better understand how other users are feeling
at the time they send a message, it allows for a better and more clear understanding of context and
meaning behind the message.
Direct Communication (In-Person)
Direct communication between individuals can be improved by getting user's off their devices. To
accomplish this when two devices (that are registered on the same inner-circle list) are in close
proximity of each other the user's devices are disabled for a period of time forcing them to interact and
communicate with each other. This feature can be turned off and over-ridden for safety reasons.

Dashboard —
provides the user with
a one stop hub for all
their information/data
and settings.
Expandable Cards —
cards provide a quick
and easy way to glance
through large amounts
of information, and still
provides the user a
fast way of accessing
additional information.
Tabbed —
Navigation style
that allows the
users to move in
multiple directions
throughout the
application (non-linear).
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SCREEN FLOWS, ITERATION 1
Figure 27
Iteration 1
Initial screen flow and
functionality of the
mobile application.
Wireframes were
created for the yellow
highlight sections.
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WIREFRAMES, 1.1
Figure 28
Iteration 1 Wireframes
Initial paper and low
fidelity wireframes
blocking out the main
sections/content areas:
- Notification Center
- User Dashboard
- Inner-Circle (Private)
- Community (Public)

FEEDBACK, 1.1
Feedback was received for selected wireframes (see Figure 28) through a combination of paper
prototype testing, as well through various discussions with additional designers and topic professionals.
Considerations
- Name of each section must be considered, particularly for the “Personal/Settings”
section and the “Community” section
- Combine “Personal” and “Settings” into one section
- Integrate “Actions” into each section and individualize the function of each section
- Tab navigation system is user-friendly and allows an oversight of the entire application
Problem: Difficult to immediately know which sections are private and public
Solution: Must visually differentiate the public and private sections
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SCREEN FLOWS, ITERATION 2
Figure 29
Iteration 2
Second draft of screen
flows and further
refinement of the main
functionality of the
mobile application.
Wireframes were
created for the yellow
highlight sections.
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WIREFRAMES, 2.1
Figure 30
Iteration 2 Wireframes
Second round of
wireframes blocking
out the main sections/
content areas:
- Messages/Details
- User Dashboard
- Inner-Circle (Private)
- Community (Public)

FEEDBACK, 2.1
Feedback was received for selected wireframes (see Figure 30) was received through user based
discussions, and additional input from designers.


Problem: The user information center/dashboard is perceived as clunky and overwhelming
Solution: Simplify information and actions that is being displayed on the screen, by trying to
merge components into the navigational bar
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WIREFRAMES, 2.2
Figure 31
Iteration 2 Wireframes
Further refined
wireframes blocking
out the main sections/
content areas:
- Messages/Details
- User Dashboard
- Inner-Circle (Private)
- Community (Public)

FEEDBACK, ITERATION 2.2
Feedback was received for selected wireframes (see Figure 31) was received through
user based discussions, and additional input from designers.
Users did not feel they would use the application as a reflection device,
but more so a communication tool

Problem: Functionality felt complex and cumbersome
Solution: Simplify functionality in the user section. Remove reflection and exploration features.



Positive feedback was received about the community aspect of the application,
but users wanted to have the ability to turn this feature on and off
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SCREEN FLOWS, ITERATION 3
Figure 32
Iteration 3
Third draft of screen
flows and refinement of
the main functionality of
the mobile application.
Removed the selfawareness functionality
of the mobile
application/system
due to lack of interest
and the feature did not
support the mission of
the system.
Wireframes were
created for the yellow
highlight sections.
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WIREFRAMES, 3.1
Figure 33
Iteration 3 Wireframes
Refined medium-fidelity
wireframes blocking
out the main sections/
content areas:
- Messages/Details
- User Dashboard
- Inner-Circle (Private)
- User Details/Graph

FEEDBACK, 3.1
Feedback was received for selected wireframes (see Figure 33) was received through a combination of
lo-fi prototype testing, as well through various discussions with additional designers.
Considerations
- Allow user's to customize and build their own color meanings

Graph enlargement

Easy access to opt-in / opt-out of the community sharing

Increase point size of type in the navigational bar
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COLOR STUDIES AND ASSOCIATIONS
Hue and Mood Associations
Studies found in The Psychology of Color and Design (Sharpe, 1974) have indicated that college aged
students color associations were dependent upon not only hue, but the brightness as well — which
affects the way colors are perceived.
Brightness
As brightness decreases, colors are perceived to recede to the back, with the opposite
happening when brightness is increased (see Figure 34). Brighter colors are perceived to be
closest to the viewer (Sharpe, 1974).
In addition, brightness will be applied to the colored lights on the ring band in order to communicate
the intensity of the user's current emotional state — with the brightest colors representing much more
elevated and intense emotional states.
Figure 34
Color Brightness
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Depressive Preferences
Due to the nature of the product/application, and a potential use to help aid students with depression,
it was important to consider how colors were perceived by those in a depressed emotional mind-set.
Another study that Sharpe discussed involved depressed individuals and which colors they preferred
(see Figure 25); the results showed that they enjoyed much brighter, and saturated hues as opposed to
darker, less saturated hues (Sharpe, 1974).
This research may be applied to how color is used to add to the surrounding environment (i.e. the
wearable ring device), which could help aid in the user's perception and interpretation of their
environment — thus brightening their mood through color.

Figure 35
Color Preferences for
Depressive Individuals

Colors and Associations
Surveyed 18 individuals who use digital devices and social media (appendix B)
An online survey was conducted to determine common color associations to certain colors in
order to accurately and intuitively represent emotional states (see Figure 35). This was an important
aspect of the design so that the learning curve for the system/application would be lessened by
not forcing the users to have to learn what each color represented — it was knowledge that they
had already possessed.

Figure 35
Color Associations
Pure colors were used
as way of maximizing
the blending and
crossover possibility
between one color (or
emotion) to another —
allowing for maximum
flexibility within the
color system.
The intensity level of a
color helps depicts the
elevation of the heart
rate and intensity of
any given emotion.
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VISUAL STYLE
The visual style of the mobile application needed to be simple and minimal in order
to highlight a few various points:
1.) The importance of conversation between two individuals.
2.) The emotional color states.
3.) Allow the user to immediately identify a users emotions, and any important notifications.
Color Palette
The main color palette is comprised of neutral colors in order to keep from color blending together and
to cut down on user confusion within the application, and to help create the association of colors only
representing how individuals feel. The only color that was used in the application are colors that identify
a users emotional state (see Figure 36).

Neutral (Device and Application)

Figure 36
Color Palette
A neutral color palette
was selected in order
to create emphasis on
the color of the users
current emotional
states and to avoid any
color confusion.
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Typography
Acumin Pro (see Figure 37) was used throughout the mobile application due to accessibility
for digital/screen use on websites and mobile applications.

Acumin Pro Light
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNnOoPpQqRrSs
TtUuVvWwXxYyZz 1234567890

Figure 37
Mobile Application
Typography
Acumin Pro was
used throughout the
mobile application.

Acumin Pro Semibold
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNnOoPpQqRrSs
TtUuVvWwXxYyZz 1234567890
Logotype
The logotype needed to be clean and modern — attractive to younger audiences — but still maintain
a sense of credibility and security for those who aren't always comfortable providing their data to
brands/applications. The goal was to have a touch of humanism in it as well blended with modern
approachable digitally-made forms (see Figures 41–42).
Initial Sketches/Explorations
Concept directions that were explored involved wavelengths representing connectivity and
technology, various 'B' forms, varied shapes to help represent a diverse community, and rings
that represent the ring device itself (see Figures 38–40).

Figure 38
Logotype Concept and
Initial Sketches
Elements to be
explored included
circles to represent
the ring, waves to
represent technology
and connectivity and
'B' to represent the
'BLUSH' name itself.
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Refined Explorations
Figure 39
Logotype Explorations

Figure 40
Graphic Explorations
Gradient interactions
explored using
gradient meshes.

Final Logotype
Figure 41
Final Logotype with
Supporting Tag line

Akzidenz Grotesk
Black

Mrs Eaves
Small Caps

Application Icon
Figure 42
Final Application Icon
and Grid Structure
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Iconography
Initial Sketches
Figure 43
Initial Icon Sketches
Icons representing the
following actions were
explored:
- Sending/Act
- Thoughts
- Notify
- Profile
- Inner-Circle
- Community/Explore

The yellow highlighted
icons were further
refined and explored.

Figure 44
Second Draft/Round
of Icon Sketches
Icons representing the
following actions were
explored:
- Act
- Thoughts
- Notify
- Inner-Circle
- Community/
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Refined Sketches
Figure 45
Refined Icon Options
Icons representing the
following actions were
explored:
- Inner-Circle/Message
- Community

Final Selections
Figure 46
Final Polished Icons
and Grid Structure

Inner-Circle/Messages

Community
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Basic Icon Set
Figure 47
Final Standard Icons
and Grid Structure

Add/New

Cancel/Close

Chevron
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Style Tile
The style tile (see Figure 48) helped to create a consistent appearance and aesthetic expectations
that would be applied across various mediums — helping to keep all buttons similar in style, body
copy similar in size, and provide consist image/graphic treatments.
Figure 48
Style Tile
Style tile that was
created to help
guide the overall
aesthetics of the
mobile application
and visual identity.
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VISUAL STYLE APPLICATION MOCK-UPS, 3.2
Options for Inner-Circle/Message Detail Screen
Varied text bubble, background, and type size was explored in order to gain insights into audience
preference through A/B testing (see Figure 49). Users were asked which versions they preferred and
why — which help drive the final design decisions.
Figure 49
Screen Options —
Inner-Circle/Message
Screen options for the
message details were
explored. This allowed
for testing of different
styles of interactions,
graphic appeal, and
screen contrast
(preference light vs
dark backgrounds).

Options for Community Screen
Varied styles of interactions and graphics were explored such as hierarchy of 'miles away,' text size,
and emphasis on factors such as heartbeat, color, and emotion (see Figure 50). Users were asked
which versions they preferred and why — which help drive the final design decisions.
Figure 50
Screen Options —
Community
Screen options for the
community section
were explored. This
allowed for testing
of different styles of
interactions, graphic
appeal, and screen
contrast.
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Visual Style 3.2
Figure 51
Visual Style
Visual style mockups used for further
usability testing and
user feedback.
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Final Visual Style 3.3
Figure 52
Final Visual Style
Final visuals used for
motion interaction
creation, and final high
fidelity prototyping.
Screens from left to
right, top to bottom:
- Inner-Circle
- Add Friend
- Friend Graph Detail
- Request Confirmation
- Inner-Cricle (Empty)
- Community
- Load Screen
- Message Detail
- Disabled Device
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Mobile Application Prototypes
LOW FIDELITY 3.1 (INVISION)
The initial prototype was built to help identify what features users found useful, test terminology, and to
create an intuitive user flow. The initial prototype tested out scenarios such as: adding a friend, having a
conversation with a friend, and scheduling a meet-up with a friend.

Prototype Results
Invision prototype (see Figures 53–54) was tested on target users: students and parents
with two scenarios/scripts.
- Removal of the meet-up feature; added too much complexity and did not allow the user to learn the
basic functionality and purpose of the application. (Feature could be added later on after users have
become oriented with the application and device.)
- Users wanted to be able to opt-in/out of the community portion
- Settings section needs to be more apparent and up front; currently difficult to find
- Point size of the type is too small
Figure 53
Low Fidelity Invision
App Prototype
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Figure 54
Low Fidelity Invision
App Prototype
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HIGH FIDELITY 3.3 (INVISION)
The prototype was used to help test the functionality of the navigation and the understanding of the
graphical interface including icons and typography. This prototype was tested using tasks such as:
adding a friend, finding a friends current emotional status, and finding the community section.

Prototype Results
Invision prototype (see Figure 55) was tested on target users: students and parents with
two scenarios/scripts
- Users were able to easily find and navigate the tabbed navigation system
- Users liked the disable device feature
- Some type size / contrast needed to be improved

Figure 55
High Fidelity Invision
App Prototype
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Evaluation and Conclusion
As humans we need to learn how to become human again. We need to be reminded of the world
around us before we completely desensitize ourselves from feelings, and as interaction designers we
need to not only consider how our users use their devices, and how to make a task easier for them —
but we also need to consider the bigger picture and look to see how an application or a new wearable
might affect us as a whole in the long run. We must listen to the problems that people say can't be
solved and try to solve them.
With evaluation done through in-person surveys (appendix C), it can be concluded that people are very
much interested in reconnecting with each other. Some are a bit apprehensive at first about the thought
of being more connected and sharing more information — but once they learned that it was information
that they controlled, and was secure and safe they found a comfort in knowing how their loved ones
were feeling. Many called it a "high-tech" mood ring — a great comparison to a similar concept of a
novelty item from the past.
As for the usability of the product, the tests conducted (appendix C and D) helped to conclude that the
mobile application was successful in the following areas: ease of use, appealing, accessible, desirable,
and easy to learn.
Aside from pure functionality and flow, aesthetics are just as an important when discussing user usage.
Visual aesthetics help to inform and direct the user throughout the interface, and the visual feedback
helps users to determine the following: credibility of an interface, where information may be coming
from, and to minimize user errors/recovery.
In conclusion, this research has led to the realization of the importance on user feedback from target
users; emphasizing that feedback needs to be properly recorded, and analyzed in order to make
sound and responsible design decisions. Developing a user-experience is much more than building
a mobile application, or organizing large amounts of information — but it's about listening to the users
and determining their expectations, wants, and most importantly their needs — something designers
may sometimes lose sight of occasionally.
This research could further be applied to several different use cases as defined in the next section, and
the product/device could be expanded into a line of wearable and fashionable technological devices.
An additional application avenue would be licensing out the concept to other developers in order to
build into existing wearables, or to integrate into existing applications.

Use Extensions
Additional use target audiences and uses could extend into the following relationships:
Teacher/Student
A teacher could use this type of technology to understand when a student is frustrated or having a hard
time focusing, whether for lack of understanding or for some personal issues that may be causing the
inability to focus and learn.
Adult Child/Dependent Parent
Individuals with parents who are dependent upon them could use this technology to help monitor their
physical and mental health — it could be used as a less obtrusive and aesthetically appealing device
opposed to other life-saving monitoring services and devices.
Doctor/Patient
Doctors could use this technology as a tool for helping to identify stress factors for both mental and
physical health issues. It would help assess lifestyle problems and help patients to self-assess and
review their emotional health and how it might affect their overall health.
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Figure 57
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APPENDIX C / BLUSH SYSTEM SURVEY
Figure 58
Appendix C / Blush
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APPENDIX D / BLUSH SYSTEM USABILITY
Figure 59
Appendix D / Blush
System Usability
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Figure 60
Appendix E / Blush
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APPENDIX F / SPECIAL PERMISSIONS
Note: Signatures have been removed for safety and security purposes.
Figure 61
Appendix F / Special
Permissions
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Abstract
Technology has helped us keep in touch. Letters, telegrams, telephones, email, video
chatting, social-networking — all ways in which we have communicated throughout the
years. Each innovation has allowed us to lead independent lives from our loved ones and
friends, while trying not to lose touch with each other. It’s freed us, but at the same time
we’ve become chained it to. Dinner tables are no longer necessarily used for conversation,
and times of being together has changed; we’ve lost our ability to converse and empathize
with each other directly — we’ve become more comfortable in front of a screen.
Unfortunately for us, technology is a terrible form of communication. It lacks the vital
components that are needed to develop empathy for other, which helps us to fully
understand other individuals and allow us to become more compassionate towards them.
Screens have lead to a world of anonymity and sterile conversations — which in turn
has lead to misunderstanding and potential stresses on relationships. That’s not to say
technology is bad, but it should be designed to help users fill this communication gap.
This research will use lean user-experience design strategies to develop a social experience
that will allows users to visualize their emotions to one another — allowing them to become
more empathetic towards each and act according to other’s emotional states; not by
solely by verbal information in which they receive from the sender. Research will consist of
target audience based surveys, usability testing, information design, and interaction design
principles as well.
The overall goal of this conceptual research and experience design, is to explore how
design could create new uses of current technological devices for social good and improve
communication — not to further distance ourselves from each us, but to bring us closer and
to help us understand each other more intimately.
Keywords: UX, User-Experience Design, User-Interface Design, UI, Social Experience,

Emotions, Emotional Responses, Information Design, Interaction Design, IxD, Applications,
iOS, Wearables, Mobile, Social, Communication, Empathy, Emotional Intelligence, EI
Thesis Blog: JordanReading.com/MFAthesis
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Problem Statement
How might technology to be used to help allow individuals to empathize with each

other, and bridge the empathy gap that technology unwittingly has provided?

Technology has provided us with the means of being constantly connected, and constantly
communicating. It allows us to stay in-touch with family and friends when they move away,
sharing every moment we experience. Technology has become a part of our everyday lives,
it connects us, but at the same time it disconnects us.
Digital screens and the internet have become a buffer — leading to a lack of empathy while
communicating and interacting with each other; leading to in-effective communication.
Effective communication relies on one’s ability to decipher various communication cues
such as body language and tone of voice (HelpGuide.Org); without these cues message
meanings become skewed and relationships become stressed. Ultimately, designer’s have
been trying to bring people closer together, but have they really?
Sherry Turkle, a psychologist/sociologist and professor at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT) in the Program in Science, Technology and Society, has been
studying these technological interactions for many years and how they have evolved
our relationships — both inter-personally and intra-personally. She calls for technology to
“redefine human connection” (TEDtalk — Sherry Turkle, 2012) and focus on how technology
“can lead us back to our real lives, our own bodies, our own communities, our own politics,
our own planet” (TEDtalk — Turkle, 2012).
Turkle’s studies on youth specifically have led her to believe that they are becoming so
comfortable with screens that they are beginning to lack the development of empathetic
skills and that their form of communication has greatly evolved. She states “When they
[students] share things together, what they are sharing is what is on their phones. Is this
the new conversation? If so, it is not doing the work of the old conversation. The old
conversation taught empathy. These students seem to understand each other less.” (Turkle,
2015) — so the question is, how might we use technology and design to allow them
understand each other with channels they are currently using?
As interaction designers it is important to acknowledge this social reaction to digital
interfaces and remedy the impassive environment in which they have created by attempting
to produce an emotionally integrated experience for individuals. So, let’s create one.
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Review of Literature
TECHNOLOGY
Apple Watch
Apple (2015) Available at: https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204666 (Accessed: 21
September 2015).
Product. Wearable technology in the form of a watch. Device capabilities include heartrate monitoring, movement monitoring, ‘force touch.’ touch-screen, crown/dial scrolling,
changeable wrist band, and voice recognition.
Fluid Interfaces
Fluid Interfaces (no date) Available at: http://www.media.mit.edu/research/groups/fluidinterfaces (Accessed: 28 September 2015).
Research. A collection of MIT based research projects involving the exploration of how
digital devices and interfaces may fit seamless into everyday lives and making objects
responsive to users — which could be used to build, create and support interpersonal
connections.
SmileCatcher (Niaja Farve and Pattie Maes) — Research project that used gamification to
generate positivity and happiness amongst it’s users through the collection of smiles, which
research had previously shown was a stimuli for happiness.
Living Mobile
Living Mobile (no date) Available at: http://www.media.mit.edu/research/groups/livingmobile (Accessed: 28 September 2015).
Research. A collection of MIT based research projects involving the integration of digital
applications that help enrich lives, including social connections. Projects explore various
methods of combining mobile and wearable; allowing them to work together and improve
daily life.
JogCall: Persuasive System for Couples to Jog Together (Chris Schmandt and Dhruv Jain)
— Research had shown that couples did not actively work-out together due to technological
innovations, such as mobile devices and computers. Their solution was to place sensors
throughout the couples home, which would be used to gently alert the other partner the
other was preparing to leave. A reward system was used in order to motivate the couple to
work together.
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Spire
Spire is the first wearable to track body, breath, and state of mind. (2015) Available at: http://
www.spire.io/?utm_source=Facebook&utm_medium=SocialAdv&utm_campaign=FB+720+
Order+12%25+25-45 (Accessed: 1 October 2015).
Product and Application. Tracks the user’s breathing and determines whether the user is
calm, focused or tense. The application uses the tracked information to provide useful
insights into how the user may become much more calm and maintain a “balanced state of
mind.”

COLOR
Aura Connected Alarm Clock
Withings Aura Connected Alarm Clock (no date) Available at: http://www2.withings.com/us/
en/products/aura? (Accessed: 27 September 2015).
Product. A device that uses biomimicry to simulates sunrise through light, which in turn
causes the user’s body to react similarly to waking up with the sun — resulting in a much
gentler form of being woke up. In addition to the light, it integrates with Spotify to allow
the user to wake up to soothing songs or user selected songs. Not only does it ease you
awake, but with the same light principles in mind it helps users fall asleep faster and helps
improve sleep — adjusting to room temperate and ambient noise levels.
Color Psychology: Profit from the Psychology of Color: Discover the Meaning and
Effect of Colors
Lewis, R. G. (2014) Color psychology: Profit from the psychology of color: Discover the
meaning and effect of colors (PsychoProfits book 2). Available at: http://www.amazon.com/
Color-Psychology-Discover-Meaning-PsychoProfits-ebook/dp/B00IIXZJ7U/ref=sr_1_1?s=
books&ie=UTF8&qid=1446003810&sr=1-1&keywords=color+psychology (Accessed: 28
October 2015).
Book. Richard Lewis discusses how color can affect a users moods, decisions, and impact
their overall experience. The book covers areas such as how color affect’s one emotional
state, and how to choose the optimal color.
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HUMAN COMPUTER INTERACTIONS
Connected, but alone?
Turkle, S. (2012) Sherry Turkle: Connected, but alone? | TED Talk | TED.com. Available
at: http://www.ted.com/talks/sherry_turkle_alone_together?language=en (Accessed: 19
September 2015).
“How do you get from connection to isolation? You end up isolated if you don’t cultivate the
capacity for solitude, the ability to be sperate, to gather yourself....We slip into thinking that
always being connected is going to make us feel less alone....If we’re not able to be alone,
we’re going to be more lonely.” — Sherry Turkle
Lecture. Discussion of the affect technology is having on our ability to create and maintain
relationships — at the end of her talk she calls for society to use technology in ways to
enrich communities, health, politics, and the planet.
Her
Her (2013) Directed by Spike Jonze USA: .
Movie. Based around a software program that uses intelligence to grow and learn about it’s
user — to become more helpful and personable. He develops a personal relationship with
this virtual assistant — blurring the lines between human and computer. Without realizing
it, she provides him companionship and support in his time of need, due to his on-going
divorce. Interesting interactions: guided him to a pizza place because she assumed he
was hungry. Concepts include: full app-to-app integration, ultimate system personalization/
humanization, computer software capable of being sympathetic, and zero UI interactions.
Interactive Design:
An Introduction to the Theory and Application of User-Centered Design
Pratt, Andy, and Jason Nunes. Interactive Design: An Introduction to the Theory and
Application of User-Centered Design. United States: Quayside Pub. Group, 2012.
Book. Overview of the interactive design process, and it provides techniques in which to
work with clients and specific groups in order to create the best experience for the user/
client possible. Subjects that are covered are user-centered design, user-research, design
documentation, usability testing, branding the user-experience, marketing the experience,
and the future of interactive design.
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Human-Computer Interaction. Interaction Platforms and Techniques
Jacko, J. A. (2007) Human-Computer Interaction. Interaction Platforms and Techniques:
12th International Conference, HCI International 2007, Beijing, China, July 22-27, 2007, ...
Science) (Lecture Notes in Computer Scienc. 1st edn. Berlin: Springer-Verlag Berlin and
Heidelberg GmbH & Co. K.
Textbook. Discusses various topics/issues, in relation to human-computer technology,
that include adaptive interfaces, information visualization, privacy and trust, and cognitive
support. In terms of cognitive support, the book reviews impairments such as memory loss,
attention span — in addition, it is also discussed the ethics to monitoring an individual in
relation to privacy.
Stop Googling. Let’s Talk.
Turkle, S. (2015) Stop Googling. Let’s Talk. Available at: http://www.nytimes.
com/2015/09/27/opinion/sunday/stop-googling-lets-talk.html?action=click&pgtype=Homep
age&module=opinion-c-col-right-region&region=opinion-c-col-right-region&WT.nav=opinionc-col-right-region&_r=1 (Accessed: 28 September 2015).
Web Article. “When they [students] share things together, what they are sharing is what
is on their phones. Is this the new conversation? If so, it is not doing the work of the old
conversation. The old conversation taught empathy. These students seem to understand
each other less.” — Sherry Turkle

EMOTIONS
3 Ways Good Design Makes You Happy
Norman, D. (2009) Transcript of ‘3 ways good design makes you happy’. Available at:
http://www.ted.com/talks/don_norman_on_design_and_emotion/transcript?language=en
(Accessed: 27 September 2015).
Lecture. Don Norman discusses visceral-level design which involves tapping into certain
senses to better appeal to users and to easily communicate certain ideas; such as red
meaning hot. He uses water bottles and wine bottle to define a visceral experience —
users my purchase water based on the bottle design, and keep them as a status symbol,
decoration, or to reuse them —the same goes for wine bottles. He makes the statement
“I really have the feeling that pleasant things work better...” which he further builds on by
discussing the difference between a plank on the ground and one 300 feet in the air — the
fear paralyzes you.
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Does Your Heart Sense Your Emotional State?
“Does Your Heart Sense Your Emotional State?” TODAY.com, January 26, 2006. http://www.
today.com/health/does-your-heart-sense-your-emotional-state-2D80555354.
Web Article. Heart rhythms are altered by our emotional state — Negative feelings such
as frustration (anger and anxiety) leads to volatile heart rhythms. Positive feelings such as
appreciation (happiness, love) leads to more much steady heart rhythms. The article goes
on to discuss methods of achieving appreciative states by recalling past memories that have
positive emotions that correlate with them.
Emotional Intelligence
Emotional Intelligence | Psychology Today (no date) Available at: https://www.
psychologytoday.com/basics/emotional-intelligence (Accessed: 19 September 2015).
Web Article. Includes a brief description on the three main concepts behind emotional
intelligence: 1.) Awareness/Identification of Emotions 2.) Harnessing/Applications of
Emotions 3.) Managing and Affecting Others Emotions
Emotional Intelligence: What It Is and Why It Matters
Cherry, K. (no date) Emotional Intelligence: What It Is and Why It Matters. Available at: http://
psychology.about.com/od/personalitydevelopment/a/emotionalintell.htm (Accessed: 19
September 2015).
Web Article. Informational article discussing emotional intelligence. The four sections that
comprise emotional intelligence are: perceiving, reasoning, understanding and managing
emotions. This article also generally covers the history of emotional intelligence and provides
additional resources for how emotional intelligence may be measured.
Improving Emotional Health: Strategies and Tips for Good Mental Health
Improving Emotional Health: Strategies and Tips for Good Mental Health (no date) Available
at: http://www.helpguide.org/articles/emotional-health/improving-emotional-health.htm
(Accessed: 19 September 2015).
Web Article. Article discusses strategies to build strong mental health, as well as traits
that emotional strong and stable individuals possess. Traits include: humor and fun, stress
management skills, sense of meaning/purpose, flexible, work/life balance, and confident.
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Technology: Does It Breed or Kill Empathy?
Levine, Marianne, Alex Twinem, Michael Qian, Brittany Jones, Danny Kane, and Jack
Herrera. “Technology: Does It Breed or Kill Empathy?” Stanford Daily, April 28, 2015. http://
www.stanforddaily.com/2010/10/28/technology-does-it-breed-or-kill-empathy/.
Web Article. This article discusses society dependence on technology, in particular the
dependency technologies play for socialization. Clifford Nass, a communications professor
who believes that technology limits human connections, stated “The way we become more
human is by paying attention to each other...it shows how much you care.”
When UX Design Meets Emotional Intelligence
Enderez, R. (2015) When UX Design Meets Emotional Intelligence. Available at: http://
www.propelrr.com/blog/ux/ux-design-meets-emotional-intelligence.html (Accessed: 19
September 2015).
Web Article. Blog post discusses skin-deep methods and techniques of integrating
emotional intelligence into User-Experience design through positive emotions such as:
uniqueness, attraction, anticipation, exclusivity, surprise and responsiveness.
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Methodology and Deliverables
DESIGN GOALS
To fuse current technologies for social good, and design an effective emotion based
user-experience that will help aid society in bridging the gap and distance that digital
communications has created.

DESIGN COMPONENTS

User-Experience

Interaction Design
Color Theory/
Psychology

Information
Design

User-Interface Design
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DESIGN OBJECTIVES
Research & Ideate
• Identify problem areas through user-discussions, and observation
•	Document and analyze research, as well as existing technologies,
to determine areas of improvement, and to uncover potential design solutions
• Define target users and consider user extremes and use cases
•	Analyze research to develop and brainstorm strategies for an
efficient user-experience
Develop
• User Interaction Concepts
• Lo-Fi Wireframes and Assessment
• Hi-Fi Wireframes and Assessment
• Color Combinations/Meanings
• Final Visual Design and Assessment
Assess & Document
•	Seek feedback in the following forms/groups:
			

- Usability, Target Users

			

- Aesthetics, Designers

			

- Accuracy, Topic Expert

•	Document and present final designs, feedback, and research

REVIEW
BRAINSTORM
WIREFRAMES

FUNCTIONALITY

RESEARCH
& IDEATE

LAYOUT

AESTHETIC

DEVELOP

TARGET

STRATEGY
INTERACTIONS

ASSESS
USABILITY

FLOW

IDENTIFY

ACCURACY

COLOR

USEFULNESS

DOCUMENT
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DELIVERABLES
Research, define and create a user-experience (UX) concept that will aid in visualizing
and communicating user’s emotions, which will then allow other user’s to properly
empathize with them — providing them with the tools to improve their relationships
through emotional support.
UX documentation which will include the following deliverables:
• Defined User Needs/Objectives
• Defined User Personas/Scenarios
•	Information Architecture and Flowcharts
•	Multi-Level Wireframes (Lo, Hi, Final)
• Prototypes (Paper and Digital)
•	Visual Designs/Graphics
•	Usability Testing
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Design Ideation
SURVEYS
Device Analysis
1. Please select your age range
2. Please select your gender
3. How would you rate yourself in the following areas
4. What are your favorite forms of communication?
5. Do you own a smartphone?
6. If yes, what phone type do you have?
7. If you own a smartphone, do you always carry it with you?
8. Please indicate any other items you don’t leave home without
9. What would motivate you to consistently use/wear wearable technology/devices
(i.e., fitness trackers, smart watches, etc.)?

Communication (Student Point of View)
1. In general, how would you rate your overall mental or emotional health?
2. How easy is it to balance your school/work life and personal life?
3. In a typical month, which types of apps do you use on your digital devices
(computer, tablets, phones, etc.) most often?
4. If you could use the Internet for only one of the following activities,
which activity would you choose?
5. Which of the following devices do you most prefer to use to connect to the
Internet?
6. Was there ever a time when you emotionally needed someone, such as a parent
or close friend? If so, please elaborate.
7. How has technology (i.e. social media, texting, etc.) impacted
your relationships with others?
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Communication (Parent Point of View)
1. Do you have a child who attends college out of town?
2. How well does your child manage his or her emotions?
3. Do you worry about your child’s ability to socialize and deal with their emotions?
4. How confident are you in your ability to help your child deal with his or her
emotions appropriately?
5. To what extent do you know how your child is doing socially at school?
6. How often do you communicate with your child?
7. What are your main forms of communication?
8. Was there ever a time when you couldn’t be there for your child when they
emotionally needed you? If so, please elaborate.
9. How has technology (i.e. social media, texting, etc.) impacted how you stay
involved in your child’s life?

USER-NEEDS
To be determined.

INITIAL USER-EXPERIENCE MAP

D I S COVE RY

S E T- U P
User-Profile
Privacy Settings
Inner Circle

T R AN SMI SSI ON
( STAND -BY )

AC T
Sensory
- Touch/Taps
- Visual
Messages
- Words
- Gifts
- Meet-Ups
- Voice

R E C OR D
Daily Emotions

R E WAR D

M O N I TO R
Heartbeat
and Movement
Community
Emotions
Inner Circle
Emotions
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INITIAL USE CASES
SAD DAY

COMMUNITY

COMMUNITY

RECEIVER

RECEIVER

COMMUNITY
RECEIVER

STUDENT

COMMUNITY

SENDER

RECEIVER

COMMUNITY

COMMUNITY

RECEIVER

RECEIVER
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INITIAL USE CASES (CONT.)
CONNECT

LIVE LIFE
GOOD DAY

GOOD
INDICATOR

STUDENT
SENDER

PARENT
RECEIVER

ENCOURAGE
EXPERIENCES

TRACK
EMOTION

LIVE LIFE

CONNECT

LIVE LIFE
SAD DAY
GOOD
INDICATOR

STUDENT

SAD
INDICATOR

SENDER

PARENT
RECEIVER

ACTION
PROMPT
(Support)

TRACK
EMOTION

LIVE LIFE
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USER SCENARIOS
Scenerio 1

!

Goal: Be There When Needed

Berry feels lonely and a little sad.

CA

Berry’s watch detects this and sends
a signal out to inform his family/friends.

LL
ME

He
S

G
SA

Berry’s mother recieves a
notification on her smartphone.

llo

E
He

llo

P
TA

Berry’s mother decides to message
Berry to check-in on him.

Berry and his mom talk until he feels better.

Berry feels better.

Scenerio 2

Goal: Strengthen Digital/In-Direct Communications

t.
I’m grea

I’m

gre

at.

to
nt p?
Waeet u
m

Send message and emotional
information from watch monitoring.

Message also indicates
the sender’s current mood.

The reciever better understands the
context of the message to better respond.

Scenerio 3

Goal: Empathize With Others

Someone
appreciated you.

Anonymously send emotional information.

Emotional information is emitted
to the surrounding local community.

Community members can relate to others
and offer support anonymously through taps.
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Scenerio 4

Goal: Strengthen In-Person/Direct Communications

1
nd
Frie y 1
mil
Fa
y2
mil
Fa

+

Setup Inner circle and
customize relationship levels.

FAMILY 1

YOU

When two watches/phones are
close in proximity devices disable/lock.

The two parties can converse without
distraction; or they may grand each other
time to use their devices.

Scenerio 5

Goal: Self-Manage Emotions

What’s something
great that happened
today?

Informs user of their current emotional status.

Prompts them to reflect/rant
on about their feelings.

Records emotional data and maintains
positive reflections to help motivate in the
future. Negative rants are not saved.
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UX

DEVICE ANALYSIS

Communication

x

x

Portability

x

x

Information

FEATURES

24/7

AUDIENCE

x

Heart Monitoring

x

Social

x

GPS

Video Recording
Photo Capture

x

x

x

x
x

x

Voice Recognition

x
x

x

Teenagers (14-18)

x

x

Touch Screen

CONTENT

x

Young Adults (19-35)
Middle-Aged (36-65)

x

Elderly (66+)

x

x

x

Monitoring

x

x

Impluse

x

x

Calendar

x

x

Cost

$350–$999

$450–$750

Location
Tasks

Contacts

x
x
x

x
x
x
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INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE, v1
Blush: [Tagline]
Scope

First Time Experience
Usability Test

Introduction

Locked State

Action Prompts
Profile
Settings
- Password

Self (Sender)
Explore (GPS)

- Privacy
Interests
- Remove
Inner Circle
- Add
- Remove
Graph (Record)
- All
- Day
- Week
- Month
- Year

Talk

- Points of Interest

- Message

- Meet Ups

- Call

- Wander

- Add

(Reciever)

Talk
- Call
- Message
Community
Record
- Rant
- Reflect

Tap
Find (GPS)
Give

Inner Circle/Profile Setup
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Implementation Strategies
Design decisions will be made based on a case study of a specific audience that faces
emotional issues due to technology barriers and may benefit from the use of current and
upcoming technology to help make communication easier and more clear.

TARGET AUDIENCE
College Students / Parents (Guardians)
Previously dependent young adults who are transitioning into living on their own and dealing
with emotional, social and academic stresses; as well as their parents who worry about their
well-being.
Students — Attending college out of their hometown. Aged 18–25, who are over-whelmed
with their new found freedom and may not be able to successfully cope with the social and
academic stresses that have come along with college.
Parents (or guardians) — First or second time sending a child off to college. Aged 40–50,
that worry about their child(ren) and how well they are doing – often resulting in phone calls
and text-messaging. They wish to be an emotional support for their child(ren), but often find
it difficult due to distance and lack of effective communication.
Extreme Considerations
Only Child

Large Family

Tech-Savvy

Technologically Challenged

Adoption Rate: Early Adopter

Adoption Rate: Late Majority

Aged 12

Aged 65+

Over-Sharer

Privacy Guru

Introvert

Extrovert

Independent

Dependent

Potential Additional Audiences and Uses
Elderly Parent(s) / Adult-Child(ren) — Health Monitoring
Teacher / Student(s) — Learning Evaluation
Peer / Peer — Empathetic Cultivation
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REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS
Color Theory/Psychology
Typography
Usability Patterns
Human-Emotional Behaviors
Communication Cues
Heartbeat/Movement and Emotional Relations

TECHNOLOGY
Adobe Illustrator CC
Adobe Photoshop CC
inVision App (Prototyping Software)
Wearable Technology/Smartphone (iPhone iOS)
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Dissemination
COMPETITIONS
American Institute of Graphic Arts (AIGA) Cased
Deadline: TBA

Adobe Design Achievement Awards (ADAA)
Deadline: June 19, 2015

Communication Arts Interactive Competition
Deadline: Est. Oct. 2016

HOW International Design Awards
Deadline: Est. Oct. 2016

PUBLICATIONS
Communication Arts: Interactive Annual

HOW Magazine

ONLINE CHANNELS
Personal Website / JordanReading.com
Thesis Blog / JordanReading.com/MFAthesis
Behance / behance.net/JordanReading
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SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS
Twitter
Hashtags

Accounts

#UX

@AIGAUPSTNY

#IxD

@AIGA

#Design

@UXMag

#EmotionalDesign

@HOWBrand

#Emotions

@CreativeBloq

#Communication

@UXMatters

#UserExperience

@CommArts

#Apple

@designboom

#UI

@mashdevdesign

#UXDesign

@ucllc

#DesignUI

@WhatDesignCanDo

#Tech

@thisiscolossal

PRESENTATIONS
IMAGINE RIT — Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, NY
Master of Visual Communications Thesis Show — Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, NY
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Evaluation Plan
In order to explore and develop this distinct form of emotional based experience requires
constant user feedback from conception to completion. Testing will be constantly
conducted through the use of paper prototypes, lo-fi wireframes, hi-fi wireframes and
interaction concepts. Users must also fit into the target audience personas (see ”Target
Audience” on page 22) and feedback/testing will be documented and observed in a
matter of forms such as video recordings, in-person discussions, as well as surveys.
Assessment Areas
• Is the experience...
- Useful?
- Usable?
- Valuable?
- Desirable?
- Accessible?
- Credible?
- Find-able?

Pragmatic Considerations
Imagine RIT and Thesis Showing

$150

Promotional Posters/Displays
Competition Fees

$300

Mock-Ups Files

$75

InVision (Prototyping Software)

$15/month (4 months)

Additional Book/Research Purchases

$100

Survey Monkey Subscription

$18/month (4 months)

________________________________________________________________________
Approximate Total

$757
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Timeline
PHASE I (30%)
Define (Due Friday, October 23)
Research potential topics, identify a problem, target audience,
establish a timeline and define personas.
Tasks:
- Research and Consider Potential Problems
- Survey of Literature
- Situation Analysis
- Identify a Problem
- Identify and Submit Inquires to
Advisers and Consultants
- Timeline Creation
- Define Target Audience

PHASE II (40%)
Initial Research & Ideation (Due Tuesday, December 15)
A plan will be laid out as to how to execute the project, and prepare
for in-depth research and analysis.
Tasks
- Define Methodologies
- Define Initial Personas
- Define Survey Questions
- Brainstorm Potential User-Needs
- Brainstorm Initial Interaction Concepts / Use Cases
- Project Description
- Information Architecture, v1
- Final Thesis Proposal and Presentation
- Re-evaluate Timeline
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PHASE III (50%)
Continued Research & Ideation (Due Friday, January 8)
Further investigate the problem through qualitative research, establish
design parameters and develop a strategic approach to design development.
Tasks
- Evaluate User-Needs Assumptions
- Define Guiding Principles
- Define the User-Experience map
- Device Considerations and Comparisons
- Flowchart, v1
- Exploration of Emotional and Cultural Color Associations
- Information Architecture, v2
- Content Wireframe
- Paper Prototype

PHASE IV (70%)
Develop and Initial Feedback (Due Friday, March 25)
Final development of visual user-interfaces, and development of
prototype mock-ups with constant user, design and expertise feedback.
Tasks
- Flowchart, v2
- Lo-Fi Wireframes
- Visual Styles Investigation
- Hi-Fi Wireframes
- Finalize Visuals and Mock-Ups
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PHASE V (90%)
Launch and Evaluate (Due Friday, May 6) — IMAGINE RIT
Tasks
- Usability Feedback and Evaluation
- Aesthetic/Accuracy Feedback

PHASE VI (100%)
Revise, Document, and Publish (Due Friday, May 13)
Tasks
- Findings Evaluation and Design Refinements
- Future Additional Considerations
- Thesis Defense Presentation
-T
 hesis Documentation, Submission
and Dissemination
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COMMITTEE MEETING

DOCUMENTATION

DECEMBER

TESTING/FEEDBACK

VISUAL DEVELOPMENT

FEBRUARY

RESEARCH & IDEATE
__ Survey of Literature

EVALUATE

DOCUMENT & PREPARE

__ Lo-Fi Wireframes
__ Lo-Fi Prototype

__ Usability Feedback
& Revisions

__ Dissemination

__ Thesis Documentation
& Submission

__ Thesis Defense

__ Style Considerations
__ Color Associations
__ Hi-Fi Wireframes
__ Hi-Fi Prototype
__ Visual UI Design
__ Visual UI Design Mock-Ups
__ Visual UI Design Prototype

COMMITTEE MEETING

__ Target Audience
__ Personas
__ Methodologies
__ User-Needs
__ Interaction Concepts
__ Define User Needs
__ Proposal Presentation
__ Guiding Principles
__ Flowchart
__ Content Wireframe
__ Paper Prototype
__ Info. Architecture

MAY

__ Fuctionality
Considerations

COMMITTEE MEETING

SPRING SEMESTER

APRIL

__ Content Wireframe

JANUARY

WINTER BREAK

MARCH

__ Paper Prototype
NOVEMBER

DEFINE

FALL SEMESTER

OCTOBER
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Implications
The goal of this research is to create a social-experience using user-experience research
and interaction design principles, that will allow users to become more empathetic towards
each other.
Objectives include exploring new socially responsible uses for current technology, as well
as the development of a technological tool to help them visualize and understand emotions,
which would allow them to better support one another.
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